ServoTracker Solar Actuator
User Instructions
Product Discription: The actuator will provide rotary torque on the axis of rotation, but
no axial or radial support. The supporting mechanism should be sufficient to withstand
and wind effects of the solar panel structure.
Mounting considerations: In a vertical pole application, the actuator should be mounted
with the indicated side facing true north. In a horizontal application the indicated side
should be mounted vertically down with the top of the actuator facing north. The panels
should be aligned with the notch on the yellow side of the clamp.
Mounting Specifications: The 2 ¼” clamp mechanism uses two bolts which should be
fastened to a torque of 20 foot pounds. At this tightness, the clamp will hold a backdrive
force of 120 foot pounds. If presented with more than 120 ft. lbs. of torque, the clamp
will slip on the actuation tube. If the application requires more than 120 ft. lbs. of
backdrive force, a dowel pin may be applied through the clamp to the actuation tube,
thereby increasing this level to 170 foot lbs. At this point the gear mechanism will
backdrive and require re homing. This can be accomplished through restart or by waiting
for the regular every second day homing routine.
Input Voltage: 24 volt DC with cross polarity protection
System Operation Top of Pole application: On power up, the actuator will drive the
mechanism in a clockwise rotation searching for the internal home switch at 330 degrees.
When this home switch is located, the mechanism will stop and initiate a search for GPS
signal and define global location, time of the day, and day of the year. This process will
take from 1-15 minutes depending on the environmental conditions. When the signal is
acquired, the mechanism will calculate the position of the sun at that instant and location
on the globe and rotate to point the solar array within one degree of the sun’s location.
The actuator will then track the sun continuously by incrementing 2 degrees at a time.
Once the sun passes through the center of the array position and on to one degree past
the array location, the mechanism will increment 2 degrees forward and so on, always
keeping the panels within one degree of the sun. The limiting factor for accuracy is the
mechanical location of the clamp on the mechanism first, and secondly, the mounting
accuracy of the actuator (the actuator should be mounted with the indicated side of the
actuator pointing true north).
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The final accuracy is determined by where the panels are located when the clamp is
fastened in place. The accuracy tolerance of the control through the gear reduction is less
than .02 degrees.
If, during any movement, the mechanism is presented with a blockage which causes the
control to see an out of position error, the control will stop the mechanism, back up ten
degrees and repeat the attempt to achieve commanded position. This will occur every 15
minutes for 4 hours, and hourly after that until the obstruction is removed.
The system will rehome every other day thirty minutes after sunset, after which time it
will move to the south position. On alternate days, the system will move to the south
“sleep” position 30 minutes after sunset. 30 minutes before sunrise, the actuator will
rotate to the anticipated sunrise position. This position, depending on the time of year
can be north of directly east or south of east.
System operation Horizontal Application: The horizontal pole application will operate
with a range of 60 degrees from vertical in both directions with the home sensor in the
west most position. It will “sleep” with the panels in the center position. The safety and
start up functionality is similar to the Top of Pole application
Solar Spindle accessory: The Solar Spindle accessory provides the loading feature for
the solar array be implementing the use of a 3000 lb. trailer axle with a 2 ¼” spindle and
standard hub. It is provided with 1/4” steel hardware and grade 8 fasteners for mounting
to a 6” pole for TOP applications or U Bolts for a 4” pole for horizontal applications.
Top of Pole application: Once the spindle is mounted on the 6” pole (6 5/8” outside
diameter) the actuator should be rotated to point towards true North and the four 8” bolts
should be tightened to 80 lb. ft. Then the four set screws should be installed and
tightened to 100 ft lb.
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The standard racking can then be installed to the upper clevis with the supplied through
bolt and shimmed accordingly. Once the racking is installed, the sun’s shadow can be
used to locate the direct sun location after the system homing procedure is accomplished.
Once this is done, the two clamp bolts can be re-tightened to 20 lb. ft. The system will
then be calibrated to the sun.
We recommend that two angle linkages be used for the angular setting with a solid spacer
toward the sun and a chain with turnbuckle on the rear. (See video) This will assure
minimum vibration and highest resonant frequency.
Horizontal Application: The Horizontal design will come with one lower angle plate
and two 4” U bolts. These should be tightened to 64 lb. ft. in a diagonal pattern. The
ServoTracker actuator should be mounted with the indicated side down and the top of the
actuator facing north.

The panel mounting hardware can then be mounted per specification to the 2 ¼” axle.
Care should be taken to assure that the panel clearance is such that they will not see a
restriction in the homing sequence which will take the panels to the vertical position
facing West. In daily operation, he panels will start at 60 degrees to the East from
horizontal and finish the day at 60 degrees to the West.
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ServoTracker Dimensions
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Horizontal Spindle/Actuator

Top of Pole Spindle/Actuator
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